
P2 Spring Term 2024 Curriculum Overview 

Below is an outline of the topics that Primary 2 will be covering this term. 

  

Maths Addition and subtraction – recall of number bonds within 20 and strategies for 
adding to and taking away from bigger numbers. 
Hundred square – looking at pa"erns; finding numbers one more/less than; ten 
more/less than.   
Number partitioning – spli"ing and building numbers. 
Introduce multiplication ‘sets of’ ‘groups of’ and the x sign. 
Time: revision of o’clock; introducing half past; analogue and digital; sequence 
days of the week; months of the year. 
Measure – weighing in kg; more or less. 
3D shape – naming and describing properties.

English Practise the spelling of Nelson common words. 
Phonic focus to be on initial consonant blends. 
Reinforce capital le"ers and full stops. 
Encourage use of adjectives and simple conjunctions.   
Continue with correct formation, sizing and positioning of lowercase le"ers; 
learn formation of capital le"ers. 
Describe an alien; write facts about the Earth and the sun; write a space 
logbook using a diary style entry to record thoughts, feelings and experiences 
on board the ISS.    
Personal research and presentation on a planet.

French Consolidate previous vocabulary (greetings, days of the week, numbers, 
weather and parts of the body). 
Revise family members using mon/ma (my).  
Learn animal names and describe feelings and emotions; learn about Easter 
traditions in France.

Topics Scotland and its location in the world. 
Night & Day and Space; The Moon – phases, orbit, relationship to Earth and 
the Sun.  Planets in the solar system, the sun and other stars, constellations, 
galaxies. 

Expressive Arts Drama – P2 play “There’s a sunflower in my supper”. 
Music – identify and notate lower and higher pitches; create basic shapes 
(triad, scale, octave, arpeggio) sing action songs to improve listening, pitch and 
rhythm.  
Art – design an alien and rocket; Mothers’ Day gis and cards; space pictures 
using a variety of art media; Chinese New Year and Burns’ Night. 
P.E. - Gymastics, short tennis and running skills; Sco"ish Dancing.

RME Mothers’ Day 
Judaism 
The story of Easter 
Chinese New Year 

Health and Wellbeing Personal learning targets. 
Shanarri – looking at ways of showing respect, being responsible; achieving 
and feeling included. 
Caring for the environment (Play theme). 
Having goals and the perseverance to reach them (Play theme).


